High-order finite-difference methods show promise for delivering efficiency improvements in some applications of computational fluid dynamics. Their accuracy and efficiency are dependent on the treatment of boundaries and interfaces. Interface schemes that do not involve halo nodes offer several advantages. In particular, they are an effective means of dealing with mesh nonsmoothness, which can arise from the geometry definition or mesh topology. In this paper, two such interface schemes are compared for a hyperbolic problem. Both schemes are stable and provide the required order of accuracy to preserve the desired global order. The first uses standard difference operators up to third-order global accuracy and special near-boundary operators to preserve stability for fifth-order global accuracy. The second scheme combines summation-by-parts operators with simultaneous approximation terms at interfaces and boundaries. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of both approaches in achieving their prescribed orders of accuracy and quantify the error associated with the introduction of interfaces. Overall, these schemes offer several advantages, and the error introduced at mesh interfaces is small. Hence they provide a highly competitive option for dealing with mesh interfaces and boundary conditions in high-order multiblock solvers, with the summation-by-parts approach with simultaneous approximation terms preferred for its more rigorous stability properties.
I. Introduction
In computational fluid dynamics there remains a need for more efficient algorithms driven by, for example, the following considerations:
• The results of the recent drag prediction workshops indicating that with current solvers extremely fine meshes are required to achieve mesh-independent solutions.
• The emergence of aerodynamic shape optimization and multidisciplinary optimization, which necessitate repeated flow solutions.
• The need to go beyond the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations toward large-eddy and direct simulations of turbulent flows in some applications, such as combustion and aeroacoustics.
One avenue by which algorithmic efficiency can be improved is through high-order methods. Initially, these were typically applied to unsteady problems requiring high accuracy. Subsequently, De Rango and Zingg 1 demonstrated that high-order methods can be advantageous even in the solution of the steady RANS equations. Currently, development of efficient high-order finite-volume and finite-element methods is an active area of research. However, finite-difference methods also merit consideration, given their innate efficiency, i.e. high accuracy per unit cost. Their primary shortcoming is their restriction to structured meshes, but the advantages of unstructured meshes in terms of ease of generation have not materialized to the extent expected, so this limitation need not disqualify them from consideration.
High-order finite-difference methods require boundary and interface schemes that preserve the desired global order of accuracy and maintain stability. Interface schemes are needed because most geometries of interest require the use of multi-block grids, typically either overlapping or patched -we will focus on the latter here. An obvious choice for interfaces is to utilize halo nodes such that the interior operator can be used at interfaces, and the interface is thus transparent. However, this approach has some shortcomings. First, special interface points (e.g. points with five neighbours) can exist where the interior operator cannot be used. Moreover, it can be difficult to ensure mesh smoothness across interfaces, and significant errors can occur if the mesh is not smooth. Furthermore, the halo node approach requires quite a bit of information to be passed between blocks, which can be detrimental to parallel performance, and the amount of information to be passed depends on the order of the operator.
Consequently, we consider interface schemes that do not require halo nodes. Besides addressing the disadvantages listed above, this approach provides additional flexibility in the meshes on either side of the interface, which do not even require point continuity. Another prospective advantage arises in handling geometries that have either inherent discontinuities (e.g. in slope) or have limited differentiability arising from the geometry definition (e.g. NURBS or any piecewise function). By placing an interface at the discontinuity, the problem of differentiating across a discontinuity is removed. We consider two approaches to interface schemes without halo nodes. The first is due to Jurgens and Zingg, 2 who applied high-order methods to the numerical solution of the time-domain Maxwell equations governing electromagnetic waves. In this application, one cannot differentiate across material interfaces, and the interface scheme must be properly designed to account for this. The interface approach of Jurgens and Zingg is designed to be used in conjunction with standard interior differencing schemes.
An alternative approach is to combine summation-by-parts (SBP) operators with simultaneous approximation terms (SATs). SBP operators are derived from the energy method, first by Kreiss and Scherer 3, 4 for low orders, and then by Strand 5 for higher orders. SBP operators allow an energy estimate of the discrete form, potentially guaranteeing strict stability. However, boundary operators are needed, and these can destroy the SBP property. [6] [7] [8] With the aim of preserving the SBP property of the overall scheme, the projection method 9, 10 and the SAT approach 6 have been developed. The projection method, while strictly stable for hyperbolic PDEs, becomes unstable for the linear convection-diffusion equation.
7 A modified projection method, which is a hybrid between the injection and projection methods, destroys the SBP property but still offers strict stability. 7, 11 The SAT method, based on a boundary value penalty method, does not have these stability problems, and has been studied extensively. 12, 13 A systematic comparison between the injection, projection, modified-projection, and SAT methods has been made by Strand. 14 SAT interfaces have previously been studied in the context of the one-dimensional constant-coefficient Euler and NavierStokes equations, 15 the Burgers equation, 16 linear scalar problems in multi-dimensions and curvilinear coordinates, 17 the three-dimensional Euler equations with parallelization, 18 and the compressible Navier-Stokes equations.
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For nonlinear systems, artificial dissipation is needed to improve stability, especially when centereddifference schemes and explicit time-marching methods are used. Scalar and matrix dissipation models have been studied, [20] [21] [22] [23] and various boundary modifications have been proposed to increase compatibility with the SBP operators. 24 Dissipation schemes preserving the SBP property have been studied by Olsson 25 and Strand.
14 Mattsson et al. 26 developed stable dissipation operators specifically for SBP schemes with the SAT treatment, accurate to any arbitrary order. In the present work, only the traditional matrix dissipation model is implemented.
The objective of this paper is to compare the accuracy of difference operators using the boundary and interface schemes of Jurgens and Zingg 2 (referred to as "conventional schemes") with SBP schemes using the SAT approach to boundaries and interfaces (referred to as "SBP schemes"). The comparison is performed in the context of the quasi-one-dimensional Euler equations.
II. Quasi-One-Dimensional Euler Equations
The quasi-one-dimensional Euler equations governing (approximately) the flow in a converging-diverging nozzle are given by
where Q is the vector of conservative variables, f is the flux-vector, and g is the source term. They are defined as
where
The system is closed by assuming a perfect gas. The function S(x) is the cross-sectional area of the nozzle. Two different definitions for S(x) are explored here, each with a different degree of continuity in the derivative of the function. Shape 1 is a C ∞ continuous area, defined by:
Shape 2 is a C 2 continuous area, defined by:
The third derivative is discontinuous at x = 5. Many piecewise geometry representations are C 2 continuous, as exemplified by this function.
The nozzle flow is uniquely determined by the following boundary conditions, which correspond to a subsonic flow:
III. Numerical Methods

A. Conventional Schemes
We consider centered interior schemes of second, fourth, and sixth order. The second-order scheme is combined with third-order matrix artificial dissipation, giving a scheme with second-order global accuracy, as long as the boundary and interface schemes are at least first-order accurate. The fourth-order scheme is combined with the same third-order dissipation. Hence this scheme is third-order globally and requires boundary and interface schemes of at least second-order. The sixth-order operator is combined with fifthorder dissipation; when combined with boundary and interface operators of at least fourth-order, this leads to fifth-order global accuracy.
Boundary and interface conditions are implemented using Riemann invariants. For example, at an interface, two Riemann invariants are extrapolated to the interface from the upstream block (using an extrapolation method of appropriate order of accuracy), and one is extrapolated from the downstream block. This is sufficient to define the state at the interface. The fourth-order centered interior operator is stable in combination with the following biased scheme at the first interior node to the right of a boundary or an interface:
with the equivalent operator used at the interior node to the left of a boundary or interface (see Fig. 1(a) ).
For the globally fifth-order scheme, different boundary and interface operators are used, depending on the wave direction. This is implemented using flux-vector splitting. At the first two interior nodes, standard fifth-order upwind-biased formulas are used for the outgoing waves:
For incoming waves, the following formulas are used in order to provide stability in conjunction with sixthorder centered differences in the interior: 
Analogous formulas are used at the two nodes to the left of a boundary or interface.
B. SBP Schemes
Single Domain
The SBP operator approximates the first derivative of a scalar quantity u x through P −1 Q u; the P matrix is also called the norm matrix. Since the Euler equations are a system of equations, the operator needs to be modified through a tensor product. For the remainder of the paper, P refers to (P ⊗ I) and Q to (Q ⊗ I), where I is a 3 × 3 identity matrix.
Various norms are available to satisfy the SBP property. In particular, the restricted-full norm is advantageous over the full norm because the former can be shown to be stable for first-order hyperbolic systems, but the latter cannot.
5 However, both of these two norms lose stability for curvilinear grids, while the diagonal norm recovers stability. 28 The disadvantage of the diagonal norm is that the interior scheme needs to be twice the order of the boundary scheme; this becomes increasingly disadvantageous as the order is increased. In this work, the diagonal norm is implemented for its simplicity as well as its potential advantages on curvilinear grids.
When the SBP scheme is applied, the SAT boundary treatment is used in order to preserve the SBP property of the overall scheme. The SAT formulation modifies the semi-discrete form of the PDE with penalty terms proportional to the difference between the computed values of the boundary nodes and the boundary conditions. This is applied after the original semi-discrete form is premultiplied by the P matrix, giving
The boundary condition vector Q bc is defined as
where (Q bc ) 1 and (Q bc ) N are the boundary conditions on the left and right boundaries, respectively. The weight matrix W is defined as
where w L and w R are the 3 × 3 matrix weights of the penalties applied at the left and right boundaries, respectively. For the Euler equations, we have chosen
where |A| and A are calculated at an averaged state between the boundary state and the target boundary state, which differ slightly as a result of the use of SATs . The entries for the P and P −1 Q matrices can be found in the Appendix of works by Olsson 29 and Strand.
5 The minimal bandwidth 4th-order schemes and the minimal spectral radius 5th-order schemes are used. 30 Third-order matrix dissipation is added to the second-and third-order SBP schemes, and fifth-order dissipation is added to the fourth-and fifth-order schemes.
Multiple Subdomains
An example of a two-subdomain case using SBP operators is shown in Fig. 1(b) . Two sets of values, at nodes i and i + 1, are needed to represent the interface node. We shall adopt a treatment that is analogous to the boundary treatment.
For example, in constructing two subdomains, we have the following derivation
where W L and W R are analogous to W in Eq. 12, Q bc,L contains the left-hand boundary values in its first entry and Q i+1 in its last entry, and Q bc,R contains Q i in its first entry and the right-hand boundary values in its last entry. Equations 17 and 18 can be combined into a form similar to Eq. 12. The main modification Scheme   Conventional  SBP   2nd-order B=1, I=2, D=3 B=1, I=2, D=3  3rd-order  B=2, I=4, D=3 B=2, I=4, D=3  4th-order  -B=3, I=6, D=5  5th-order  B=5, I=6, D=5 B=4, I=8, D=5   Table 1 . Boundary (B), interior (I), and dissipation (D) scheme orders occurs to the weight matrix:
. . .
The interface weights are analogous to the boundary weights:
(20)
In effect, Q i+1 provides the right-hand boundary condition for the left subdomain, and Q i provides the lefthand boundary condition for the right subdomain. Schemes with more subdomains are developed similarly.
IV. Results
We investigate the accuracy of the conventional and SBP schemes applied to the quasi-one-dimensional Euler equations by examining the root-mean-square errors in pressure on a sequence of meshes with varying densities for the two nozzle cross-sectional area definitions described by Eqns. 5 and 6. Table 1 summarizes the theoretical orders of accuracy of the interior and boundary schemes compared. As a result of the choice of the diagonal norm, the SBP schemes have an interior scheme that has an order of accuracy twice that of the boundary scheme. This is higher than needed to achieve the desired global order of accuracy but required for stability on curvilinear grids. Consequently, the stability bound for the fifth-order SBP scheme is a bit lower than that for the fifth-order conventional scheme if explicit time-marching is used. The conventional scheme has no guarantee of stability on curvilinear grids, but has been successfully used on such grids by Jurgens and Zingg.
2 The increased stencil size in the interior associated with the fifth-order SBP scheme is a potential disadvantage with respect to speed and memory (increased matrix bandwidth for implicit methods), but this is balanced by its more rigorous stability properties.
A. Single Domain
The error plots for a single domain (i.e. a domain with no interfaces) are presented in Fig. 2 , and the observed orders of accuracy are summarized in Table 2 .
For shape 1, all schemes yield their expected accuracy orders. Comparing the conventional and SBP scheme error plots, the accuracy of these schemes is very close except for the 5th-order scheme, where the SBP scheme is slightly more accurate than its conventional counterpart, presumably due to its higher order in the interior. For shape 2, the 2nd-and 3rd-order schemes have the prescribed accuracy orders, but the 4th-and 5th-order schemes display a reduced order of accuracy due to the discontinuity in the third derivative of the nozzle area function.
B. Multiple Subdomains
In this section, we investigate the accuracy of the interface schemes by introducing multiple subdomains. Initially, the number of subdomains is fixed, while the number of nodes per subdomain is varied. The analysis is performed with 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, and 16 subdomains for shapes 1 and 2. The orders of accuracy are summarized in Tables 3 and 4 . In a second study, the total number of nodes is held fixed at 721, while the number of subdomains is varied; these results are presented in Fig. 3 . Table 3 shows that for shape 1 the design orders of accuracy are achieved or exceeded. For shape 2 there is a reduction in order in the 4th-and 5th-order schemes when the number of subdomains is odd, as with a single domain, but the design order is recovered when the number of subdomains is even. In the latter case, an interface is located at x = 5, where the discontinuity in the third derivative of the area function occurs. Fig. 3(a) shows the effect of introducing interfaces on each method for the C ∞ continuous nozzle. The error increases modestly with the number of interfaces. This occurs as a result of the fact that the interface schemes are generally less accurate than the interior schemes. The conventional and SBP schemes perform similarly in this regard, although the conventional third-order scheme has a higher error with multiple subdomains than its SBP counterpart. Overall, the increase in error with an increasing number of subdomains is modest and consistent with the global order of the scheme. Fig. 3(b) again shows that the fourth-order and especially the fifth-order schemes are significantly more accurate when the number of subdomains is even and there is thus an interface at the discontinuity. The ability to achieve 4th-and 5th-order accuracy for a C 2 continuous geometry (or even a C 1 continuous geometry or mesh) is an important advantage of both of these schemes compared to schemes based on halo nodes. 
V. Conclusions
We have compared two boundary and interface schemes, a conventional scheme and an SBP scheme with SATs, which do not require halo nodes at block interfaces. These approaches have several advantages. They are particularly useful if the geometry or mesh has some sort of discontinuity. Higher-order finite-difference methods require a higher degree of continuity than their lower-order counterparts, and if the required degree of continuity is not present, then a reduction in order will be seen. With the interface schemes studied here, this reduction in order can be avoided by introducing an interface at the location of the discontinuity. Moreover, these schemes do not require mesh continuity across block interfaces, which can be difficult to achieve, and involve reduced interblock communication for parallel solvers. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of both approaches in achieving their prescribed orders of accuracy and quantify the error associated with the introduction of interfaces. The SBP-SAT approach is somewhat more accurate and has more rigorous stability properties. For the two fifth-order schemes specifically, the conventional scheme has a smaller interior stencil size and a slightly increased stability bound when explicit time-marching is used. Overall, these schemes offer several advantages, and the additional error introduced is small. Hence they provide an appealing option for dealing with block interfaces in multiblock solvers. In particular, the SBP-SAT approach is preferred because it can be readily extended to arbitrary orders of accuracy.
